
Opcenter for medical device and diagnostics 

Coordinate and enforce high quality manufacturing operations

Collect feedbacks and analytics from the shop floor for continuous  
efficiency and quality improvements

Facilitate efficient production setup and new product introduction

Opcenter execution core

TRANSFORM
inputs from business  

systems into executable 
manufacturing orders  

and workflows

CONTEXTUALIZE
raw data with the  

related manufacturing  
context information  

(equipment, material,  
operator, production order)

ENSURE the right 
MANUFACTURING  
PROCESSES are  
following the pre- 
defined processes  
and coordinate  
flexible operations 
accordingly

ENSURE the right 
EQUIPMENT is  
available, well main-
tained and certified  
for use

CAPTURE deviations 
through statistical  
process control  
(SPC), TRIGGER  
nonconformance  
processes and  
RESOLVE quality issues

ENSURE the right 
MATERIAL is available, 
unexpired and  
not in use, per the  
latest revision of  
the BOM

ENSURE the 
OPERATOR follows 
electronic work 
instructions (EWI)  
and is trained and  
certified to perform  
a specific task

Connect 
MOM

WIP

Data collection

Connect MOM

eSignature

Intelligence

Scheduling

Materials

Automation connection

Workflow router

Change Event 
management

eProcedure

EWI

PAC

Repair/RMA/AQL

Non-
conformance

Dispatch

Tracking and tracing

SPC/SQC

Scheduling

Siemens Digital Industries Software

Driving manufacturing operational 
excellence for medical device and 
diagnostics with Opcenter

To learn more, please go to: 
https://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/global/en/products/

manufacturing-operations-center/
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RECEIVE
bill-of-process (BOP) and 

bill-of-materials (BOM) from 
product lifecycle manage-

ment (PLM), customer orders 
from enterprise resource 

planning (ERP)

COLLECT
all RAW PRODUCTION  

DATA and transactions  
from the shop floor

CHECK
that each manufacturing  
station and resource at  
the shop floor is ready  

for execution

VISUALIZE
manufacturing ANALYTICS 

with user-friendly dash-
boards, key performance 

indicators (KPI) and reports; 
facilitate decision-making 

processes

DEFINE
optimal manufacturing 
schedule considering  
priorities, constraints,  
conflicts and what-if 

analysis

TRIGGER  
CLOSED-LOOP 

IMPROVEMENTS
by feeding PLM with  

production feedbacks  
and analytics

ERP
PLM
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